Scientists4Future-Twente Newsletter – March 2022

Dear supporter of Scientists4Future-Twente,
Slowly but steadily, S4F-T is developing its contacts and influence. We are happy that you are joining us on this
important journey towards a more sustainable future.
Please find in this Newsletter:
Open Letter to the Executive Board: Follow up
S4F and politicians: contacts with the municipality of Enschede
Manifest in Twente
Primary schools
Fireside chats
Webinars
Scientist Rebellion (SR): Global week of protests
New Green Team at the UT (GreenLabs UT - GLUT)
UN Climate Change Psychology Day
Calendar
Interesting links

Open Letter to the Executive Board: Follow up
With our Open Letter, we asked the Executive Board (EB) to present clear roadmaps of change across various
categories, including energy, mobility, waste, and food. The EB is willing to implement changes and counts on the
support of S4F and all signatories to carry the discussion into the university and to help implement steps towards a
more sustainable organization. Here are two concrete steps that S4F and the EB are jointly working on:
A proposal is in the making to put a substantial internal tax on flying. With faculty emissions of 2019 as the
starting point, the CO2 emitted from flights should be reduced by 50% in 2030. To help faculties to proceed
towards this goal, a UT financial discouragement per flight could be implemented (if needed), and the generated
revenues can be invested in energy transition initiatives on campus.
Commuting also contributes to high CO2 emissions. Measures to reduce these emissions, for example by
supporting alternative ways of transportation and discouraging the use of motorized vehicles, are currently
under investigation.

S4F and politicians: contacts with the municipality of Enschede
The contacts with the city council of Enschede have now led to an invitation from the clerk of the council to present
S4F to the new city council after the elections. Our idea, besides creating more awareness of the climate crisis, is to
support every political party with background information that is useful for their climate agenda. In addition to this
meeting with the city council, we have been invited by the coordination team of RES Twente (Regional Energy
Strategy) to inform them about the IPCC reports. Both meetings will most probably take place in April. Hopefully with
these two meetings, the contacts between S4F and politicians within Twente will intensify.

Manifest in Twente
26 organizations are calling on the municipalities of Twente to take
bigger steps in the Twente Energy transition, but also to improve
biodiversity, circular agriculture and greening. S4F-Twente also signed
this Manifest. Six points of interest are emphasised:
1. Harness the power of society.
2. Set up joint task forces to make municipalities more sustainable.
3. Work on an integrated agenda for the future of Twente for the
short and longer term that goes further than just tackling the
energy transition.
4. Inform continuously and get people to follow along. Show best
practices and enthuse others!
5. Organise with a focus on results (not on processes). Ensure that results are achieved jointly.
6. Radiate ambition and show leadership.

Primary schools: Scientist in the class room
Pre-U Junior is the children’s science hub of the University of Twente. Its mission is to make all children in groups 4 to
8 curious about the wonderful world of Science and Technology (S&T), and to support schools with their S&T
curriculum. For a new activity, 'Scientist in the classroom', they are looking for researchers who would like to give a
guest lecture at a primary school.
S4F is collaborating in this Pre-U Junior initiative and calls for contributions. For information and nomination of your
lecture, please contact Maarten Arentsen, the S4F coordinator primary schools. One of the lectures already nominated
deals with the relationships between music and climate change. Let us know what your challenging question for the
children is.

Fireside chats
Once a month we organize a fireside chat, an informal meeting of supporters of S4F-Twente. We discuss current
topics.
On January 17, we invited the young economist Sam de Muijnck (www.ourneweconomy.nl), to discuss the relation
between economy and climate change.
On February 14, we widened our scope a bit further than only climate change. We discussed the ecological
footprint of humans on earth, from “Limits to growth” (1972) to the present.
On March 14, Maarten van Aalst presented the latest findings of the IPCC by briefing us on the WGII report
which has been accepted by governments at the end of February. The summary for policy makers, signed by all
participating countries, gives more details. A cartoon summary is available on IPCC – Red Cross Red Crescent
Climate Centre.

Topics for the next fireside chats are:
The relation between wars / conflicts and climate change
Climate anxiety
If you want to attend and are not yet on the fireside-chat mailing list, you can approach Theo van der Meer.

Webinars
Scientists4Future-Netherlands organises webinars that you can join or watch on Youtube. On 27 January, Dr. Charlie
Gardner presented a webinar with the title: "From Publications to Public Actions: The Role of Scientists in a Planetary
Emergency". Dr. Gardner is a conservationist and activist with a particular interest in the intersection of the climate
and ecological crises.

Scientist Rebellion (SR): Global week of protests
From 4-9 April, Scientist Rebellion is organizing a global week of protests for scientists to demonstrate against
government inaction on the climate and ecological crises.
There are a number of events planned for this week in the Netherlands. The highlight will be a scientist march in Den
Haag on Wednesday 6 April, with speeches at ministries and institutions. Sign up here to know more about SR's plans
and how you can get involved.

New Green Team at the UT (GreenLabs UT - GLUT)
A new Green Team has been set up with the aim to increase sustainability and efficiency of research. Recently, the UT
has signed the contract for LEAF (Laboratory Efficiency Assessment Framework). In the Netherlands, LEAF has been
adopted as a sustainable lab assessment framework by Green Labs Netherlands (Green labs NL).

UN Climate Change Psychology Day
Psychology Day (Thursday 21 April) at the United Nations is an annual meeting and flagship event organized by the
psychology NGO's at the UN. It is devoted to the exploration of how psychological theory, research and practice can
address issues of global importance. This year, the title and theme of Psychology Day is “Psychology building hope;
contributions to a roadmap for climate action”. You are welcome to join online!

Calendar
Wednesday 30 March, 20:00: S4F-NL Meet & Greet (online)
Monday 4 - Friday 9 April: Scientist Rebellion global week of protests
Tuesday 5 April, 19:30-21:00: Tipping points in nature in cooperation with Scientists4Future, SAB-ITC and Ideefiks
Thursday 21 April, 11:00-13:30: Climate Change Psychology Day at the United Nations, online (free registration)
Tuesday 10 May, 19:30-21:00: A world without polar ice? by Peter Kuipers Munneke, in cooperation with
Scientists4Future, KIVI Students Twente and SAB-ITC

Interesting links
Follow us on Twitter
Scientists4Future-NL and their Newsletters
GreenHub Twente and their Newsletters
Hoping to see you soon, through one of the above opportunities,
the S4F-Twente newsletter team – Leonie Krab, Yuri Engelhardt, Vera Araujo Soares, Maarten Arentsen, Theo van der
Meer, Frieder Mugele – twente@scientists4future.nl
Scientists4Future–Twente – Coalition of concerned scientists
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------We encourage you to forward this newsletter to any colleagues that might be interested.
In case this newsletter was forwarded to you and you’d like to subscribe, contact us at twente@scientists4future.nl
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